CAHP timesheet strikeout bug fixed

Dear Colleagues,

The CAHP Project Team is pleased to announce a minor bug fix release to the Casual Academic Hire and Pay (CAHP) system this morning.

What functionality has been released?
The release included a fix for a bug that did not correctly strike out entries on a timesheet that were modified. This issue did not affect pay but made the timesheet confusing to read. The following items have been released:

Enhancements and bug fixes:
- Fixed a visual bug where superseded timesheet entries were not being struck out correctly.
- Fixed a bug where the legacy school pay upload into CAHP failed when there were multiple courses with the same course code.
- Added a URL Health Check to enable notifications to On-call support in the event the server goes down, in line with other critical ITS systems.

The first item in particular will help to reduce support calls to both School staff and CAHP Support when the timesheets are enabled for Teaching Weeks 4 and 5 this afternoon.

When will the functionality be available?
The functionality is now live.

Next Steps
The following major features will be our next focus:
- Improved pay schedule generate and approve functionality
- Technical robustness improvements
- Expense Report
- Teaching Allocation functionality

Other information
Thank you for your ongoing support to the development of CAHP. If you have any questions about this release please contact us.
- Email: CAHP_Support@uq.edu.au
- Phone: (336) 54967

The CAHP Project Team

Please feel welcome to share this information with other staff.